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Reviving a lost
Chinese artform
Taiwanese film director Chang Yi and actress Loretta Yang have spent
close to 30 years dedicated to liuli, the art of Chinese crystalware
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+ Mark Boddington reveals the secrets
to Silverlining’s exclusivity
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RE-EXAMINING SPACE
Text: Sammi Yip Photography: Courtesy of Laboratory for Explorative Architecture & Design

Laboratory for Explorative Architecture & Design turns a Hong Kong
rooftop complex in an industrial building into a hyper-flexible,
spacious loft and performance space

Clockwise from above
The rooftop complex offers unobstructed views
of the sea, possibly the last thing you’d
anticipate when entering what used to be a
manufacturing space • Dark wood folding
doors conceal performance and meeting areas,
and allow for flexibility in how the space is
used and configured • Inspired by Japanese
art, the back-lit wooden sliding doors diffuse
the internal light, appearing as a classic ink
brush painting
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Chai Wan, a former industrial district on the far eastern side of
Hong Kong Island, once hummed to the sound of factories and
production. Today it is an up-and-coming cultural hub — as the
manufacturing facilities gradually moved away, outsourced to China,
small design houses and artists quietly moved in and started to establish
their own little worlds in the mostly deserted industrial buildings.
With a little bit of imagination, the district provides endless
opportunities — just as the owner of Wing proves. Rather than simply
bemoan Hong Kong’s lack of performance areas and space for
performers and audiences to communicate, she decided to go ahead and
build her own multifaceted venue. Backed by years of experience in the
arts industry around the world, she designed a complex arrangement

including a performance space, exhibition
area, offices and even a residential loft, located
at the top of an industrial building.
Measuring approximately 2,000 sq-ft,
maximising the use of space was definitely a
huge challenge for Kristof Crolla, founder of
Laboratory for Explorative Architecture &
Design (LEAD). Casting his mind around for
a solution, he turned to sliding doors as the
main element to help the transformation —
and what a transformation it is.
Exiting the elevator, an elegantly curving

brass sign wraps and folds around white
exhibition walls to draw visitors to the front
door. Inside, the eye is immediately drawn to
the unobstructed view of the sea (possibly the
last thing you’d anticipate when entering what
used to be a manufacturing space). For Crolla,
the achievement is particularly significant
because the multifaceted area also makes a
strong comment on Hong Kong’s extreme
housing situation, its lack of cultural facilities
and negligence of its industrial heritage.
The area is split into two ‘wings’: on the

left is a large, dark wood stage flanked by a
broad window offering views of Hong Kong’s
skyline. A swooping brushed brass volume
forms the stage’s backdrop and houses both a
library and a window to the bar/kitchen area.
A large open space in front of the stage forms
the visitors’ meeting or dining area. Inside the
brass volume sanitary units, a kitchen and
storage spaces are embedded. A horizontal
roller shutter allows the brass volume to be
sealed off completely, or to operate as a bar
open to the performance spaces.
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Clockwise from top left
Chalkboard sliding doors divide this long space into three offices,
offering privacy to uses and also easily opening up to connect for
communication • Floor-to-ceiling glass doors mean the interiors are
flooded with natural daylight • A performing stage opens up onto a large
corner terrace, connected via the brass kitchen in the main area •
Sliding doors which wrap around the open-air terrace extend the indoor
space, creating a smooth flow to the outdoors and providing additional
area for entertaining

The right wing, meanwhile, consists of an open-air gathering
space and office units. The indoor area houses a second stage allowing
up to 20 people to gather and perform. This area can also be used as a
bedroom, with a hidden bed lurking beneath the stage as well. A
bathroom, including a shower and bathtub, doubles up as changing
room and backstage area.
Next to the stage are the three offices, divided using chalkboard sliding
doors which allow privacy for the artist but can also easily open up to
connect for communication. The archive corridor is the central access way
to all the functions of the right wing, built from a back-lit wooden lattice
structure, behind which storage spaces and sanitary units are concealed.
The largest sliding door separates the second stage and the main
area and is also an art wall. This 10m-long foldable wooden screen was
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inspired by Japanese art forms and functions as a lantern-like space
divider that mediates between the bright outward-oriented space in
front and the intimate rooms behind. It is fabricated using a computer
controlled router that milled a carefully composed drawing into layers
of differently coloured wood and acrylic, revealing the image through
different levels of colour and transparency.
The showstopper of the complex is its semi-private, decked
rooftop area, which houses a mini stage but is usually used as a
cocktail party area. Clad in hardwood and surrounded by trees, it is a
little haven of greenery and peace.
The simple addition of sliding doors has created many possibilities
within this 2,000 sq-ft complex — and perhaps even offers inspiration to
the transformation of space within residential units as well.
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